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Management Summary 
 
Motivation of research 
This report describes the investigation that is conducted at the company A in Enschede.  
In this investigation, problems around the digital interaction with the customers of company A have 
been mapped. The customers of company A lack insight and overview of the projects they assigned to 
company a. As a result of this problem, the following research question has been stated: 
How can the interaction process with customers be made more efficient with the help of an online 
portal? 
 
To develop a portal which makes the customer interaction more efficient, the methodology of Peffers 
will be used. (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2007) 
These steps have been followed throughout the report in developing the online portal. 
 
Definition of solution objectives 
The portal should solve the lack of overview and insight in the projects of the customers. Currently, 
customers receive a PowerPoint where the progress of their project is shown. This PowerPoint often 
lacks information and it takes some time to build the PowerPoint itself. Objectives for a solution were 
defined by conducting research on CRM, BPR and web self-service. To make the customer interaction 
more efficient, the back office, the information stored in internal system, must be transferred and 
displayed to the portal. This increases the overview and insight in projects for the customers.  
 
Demonstration 
The portal has been developed around another external application. This has many advantages such 
as the ability to login in with the same credentials and all the functionalities of the other system. The 
portal has been built in Mendix. Information about the project will be send from the internal system, 
through eMagiz, a program which allows applications to interact with each other, to the portal. Each 
message consists of, one project, with project lines (phases within a project), with hour registration 
lines (lines that are filled by employees to justify their hours) and with the employees who filled in 
these hour registration lines. 
Once the message is ready in the portal, the customer receives a notification by e-mail. By clicking a 
link in the e-mail, the customer will be re-directed to the portal.  
 
Conclusion & Evaluation 
For this application, the focus was on the insight of project, but there is more information in the 
internal system that can be displayed on the portal. Examples of this are invoices and contracts. 
(Geevers, 2017). It would be valuable if this functionality could be implemented in the portal. Another 
valuable functionality could be the insight into invoices. With this information, in combination with the 
project overview, the customer gets a clear image why they need to pay that amount of money.   
 
With the help of this portal, the interaction process with the customers has been improved. Customers 
are well informed, since they can monitor their project more detailed than before. The portal is easy 
to use as well. The project history is visible in the portal, so that the customer is able to track their 
project development. Furthermore, the project manager does not need to make the PowerPoint 
anymore, he simply clicks on a button which sends the message to the portal.  The portal itself could 
gain many more functionalities so that more information from the back office of company A can be 
shown in the portal. This investigation and prototype only contains a small part of the information, 
other functionalities could not be implemented in the time given for this investigation.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction, Problem identification and motivation 
This investigational report starts with an introductory chapter. In this chapter, a general introduction 
to the company and the subject of my investigation are given. Furthermore, the structure of this report 
is elaborated in this chapter. Lastly, the current situation and the problems associated to this situation 
are identified.   

1.1 Brief introduction of the company 

Company A is a fast-growing company which provides IT-solutions for other companies. Company A 
tries to identify the real problem within the organization, by spending time at the customer. They try 
to map the process within the organization and with that overview they are able to identify the core 
problems within the organization. They try to solve these core problems by building integrated model 
driven software solutions. (such as Mendix or eMagiz)  

1.2 Research method and structure of the report 

The methodology of Peffers has been chosen  (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2007), 
to structure this report. This methodology is especially created for the development of information 
systems. This methodology was chosen over the MPSM (Managerial Problem-Solving Method) 
(Heerkens & Winden, 2012), because this approach focuses on solving a problem by doing 
investigation. In my case, it is necessary to solve the problems by making a prototype, so developing 
something visible. This part is not elaborated in the MPSM. 

The methodology of Peffers consists of six parts as shown in figure 2. Firstly, problems are identified 
and a motivation for research is elaborated (chapter 1). After that, the defines objectives for a solution. 
(chapter 2) This is done with the help of existing theories such as literature or other information 
sources. Subsequently, an artefact will be developed according to the objectives set in the previous 
chapter. (chapter 3) Next, the artefact will be demonstrated with screenshots. (chapter 4) In the end, 
the prototype will be tested by users and these users will also be a source of feedback for further 
improvements. (chapter 5) The last block in the figure, communication, is the report that is written 
about the research.  
As mentioned above, this chapter will continue with the explanation of the cause of research and the 
problems that are associated with that.  

Figure 1: Schematic overview Peffers methodology 
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1.3 Motivation of research 

As mentioned before, company A is a fast-growing IT company. They attract more and more customers 
due to the fact that they become more prominent amongst big companies. Within this increase of 
clientele lies a challenge for company A. Company A feels like they can do more for their customers 
when it comes to relationship management, since company A has a lot of information for, about and 
from their customers.  
This exchange of digital information flows is currently not efficient. Things are being executed manually 
or being done twice and has become a bigger problem, since company A is attracting more customers.  
This phenomenon occurs almost in every contact moment (when company A needs approval or data 
from the customer or vice versa) with the customer throughout the process. The possible 
improvements associated to this inefficiency differ from the contact moment with the customer in the 
process. Company A knows that there must be a way to make these digital contact moments more 
efficient and easier for the customer. 
All the problems associated to all the contact moments with the customers in the process must be 
identified, before company A can look for solutions for this problem. That is why this investigation 
will be about the problems associated to this process, potential solutions for this and at last the 
development of an artefact (application) which solves these problems. 

1.4 Investigation model 

In this part, the model that is being used for this investigation is elaborated. A visualization of the 
model will be shown and elaborated. 

 
The investigation model is visualized below. A rectangle to the right of a horizontal arrow indicates 
knowledge that is gained from the rectangles on the left side of the arrow. A visual interpretation 
about the model is given in figure 3.  

(a) An analysis of the available data within company A and from their customers. These data 

include interviews with employees from company A, interviews with customers from company 

A, literature research and my own view on the situation.  

(b) All these data will be combined into a sketch of the current situation.  

(c) Problems will be identified from this current situation.  

Figure 2: Investigation model 
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(d) Combining the SCRUM method with the core problem, a solution design is made including an 

architecture.  

(e) User stories or requirements are created in cooperation with the SCRUM method, the 

demands from company A and their customers. 

(f) By selecting a few of these requirements, a working prototype is created. If this prototype is 

finished, it will be tested by potential users. These users will give feedback which can be 

translated to new user stories for expansion of the prototype. This process will repeat itself 

until there are no more user stories.  

1.5 Deliverables  

This research will result in the following deliverables: 
- A bachelor thesis with my findings including recommendations for further research.  
- A prototype of a customer information system solving the problem(s) mentioned throughout this 
thesis. 

1.6 Problem identification 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the current customer interaction process at company A must 
be elaborated. From this current situation, contact moments with a customer can be deduced. After 
this, potential problems that can occur during these contact moments are identified. In order to get 
an overview of these problems, a problem cluster will be made to identify the core problem of the 
situation.  
 
As mentioned above, the current interaction process with a customer must be elaborated. The best 
way to do this is by making a flow chart, where all the events are shown in the right order. This flow 
chart is shown in figure 4.  
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Figure 3: Current interaction process (1) 
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Figure 4: Current interaction process (2)
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1.6.1 Current situation 

Some clarification on how the process flow works: 
1) Sales approaches or is being approached by a potential customer (or prospect) 

2) A discovery is done by company A to assure that company A can help the customer. If it turns 

out that company A can help the potential customer, a message will be send to people within 

company A who have knowledge about setting up projects.  

3) Sales and a project manager makes a contract for the customer with the terms and the 

estimated costs for the project. This is done by estimating the number of hours’ employees of 

company A work on the project. At the beginning of the project the customer buys the license 

to use the created application.  

4) When the customer agrees with the contract, a quotation can be made by the sales employee 

of company A. The contract is printed out from a PDF or PowerPoint file. After that it is sent 

by mail to the customer.  

5) The customer signs the contract and fills in some general information that is needed for further 

communication.  

6) This general information is processed manually by company A in their system to contact the 

customer when there are any difficulties. 

7) When all this is done, and the customer agrees to it all, a project is created in the internal 

system of company A. 

8) Invoices are send periodically to the customer. Normally this is monthly.  

9) It is possible to divide the project into parts with the estimation the required man hours 

needed for the project. A project usually consists of 3 parts. (discovery, sprints and 

acceptation) A schedule is made with an estimation of the expected working hours on each 

part of the project.  

10) After the planning is made, company A will execute the project. The project manager keeps 

track of the spend hours on every phase of the process. If the manager notices that certain 

phases take longer than expected and it is needed to revise the contract, a message is send to 

the customer. Currently this is done by sending a new contract to the customer. This process 

is somewhat time consuming, because it takes a couple of days before the contract finds his 

way back to company A.  

11) As can be seen in the process flow, when there is a request for change (RFC), the process starts 

again at the creation of a new contract. A new tracking number will be allocated to the 

contract. All the other steps can be taken rather fast, since these steps have already been taken 

in the previous loop.  

12) At last, company A has a support team which keeps all the applications of the customer up and 

running. The customer can buy a ticket at the support site of company A when their application 

breaks down. The urgency and a description of the problem can be filled in on this ticket. The 

ticket is send to company A and company A determines how much time (work hours) they 

need to fix the problem. If the customer agrees, the reparation of the application can begin. 

After the reparation, a message is send to the customer which states that their application is 

working again. The payment of this reparation can be done in two ways: company A sends an 

invoice to the customer or the working hours are subtracted from a voucher. This voucher can 

be bought by a customer after the application is launched for the first time. A customer can 

buy a voucher for 100 working hours for example. When reparation costs 10 working hours, 

then these hours are subtracted from the 100 on the voucher, which leaves 90 working hours 

for improvements or reparations in the feature.  If certain errors occur very often company A 
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can decide in consultation with the customer, that the customer does not have to pay for the 

reparation.  

13) Another function of this support system is that customers receive automatically a notification 

when the memory of their application runs out. This can have various reasons, there can be 

an error in the application or the memory is just full. (in that case, it is wise to buy more 

memory from company A) If the memory runs out because of an error, it might be wise for the 

customer to fill in a ticket, as mentioned above, to solve the problem.  

1.6.2 Current systems and programs within company A 

The systems that are currently being used by company A for this process are an Information System 
(IS) and Service Point (SP). Other programs that support these systems are Mendix, eMagiz, Sprintr and 
SharePoint. These systems will also be elaborated in this paragraph.  
 
IS (Information System) 
All the employees of company A fill in their hours on IS. This goes very specifically, because they need 
to justify this to their customers. IS can be compared to an ERP system. In this system, they fill in what 
they did during a day and how long they worked on a specific task. The data from all the employees 
who worked on the same project during the week will be gathered and an overview of the worked 
hours will be send to the customer at the end of the week. (in PowerPoint) 
With the information from the employees and the set budget for a project, a comparison is made. This 
comparison shows how much hours were determined before the project and how much hours are 
actually spent on the project by employees of company A. At last, information about the customers 
from company A is being saved in IS.  
 
SP (Service Point) 
SP is the only external business service that company A is using currently. SP is a system which supports 
the application once it is online. Customers can request a ticket when they have problems with their 
application. An employee of company A gets a message that someone requested a ticket and he or she 
will look into it as soon as possible.  
 
SharePoint 
SharePoint is the database where all the documents are saved. Think about contracts, SLAs, licenses, 
employee data and invoices. Things can be added and retrieved from this database, if information is 
needed.  
 
Mendix 
Mendix is a platform that allows to innovate at web scale. This is done by enabling people to build, 
integrate and deploy web applications. Company A offers their customers solutions by using the 
functionalities of Mendix to improve business processes. An example for this is automatic an scanning 
process with the help of Mendix. When the device scans an item, Mendix will process the item and 
store these data in a table. Because company A uses Mendix for all of their projects, it will be used as 
well to develop the portal. 
 
eMagiz 
eMagiz is a program that is developed by company A. It allows consultants to make integrations 
between different models. So, when another Mendix application is needed when making your own, 
you can use eMagiz to extract the right data so that you can use it to make your own application. 
Knowledge about eMagiz is also needed in my project, because I need data from IS to make the portal 
functional.  
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Sprintr 
The last system that company A uses is Sprintr. Sprintr is a digital SCRUM board. (see paragraph 2.2.6)   
When an employee of company A is working on a project, user stories are created by the product 
owner. These stories can be stored in Sprintr as the product backlog. The stories can be allocated to a 
sprint, when the sprint content is determined. A project member can indicate that they are working 
on a story by changing the status of the story from to-do to in progress. This will avoid the possibility 
that two employees are working on the same story. For this portal, Sprintr will be very useful. In Sprintr, 
a product backlog can be made (see appendix B), consequently the sprints can be filled from the 
product backlog.  

1.6.3 Identification of contact moments  

 
Figure 5: Touching points with the customer 

With help from the process chart in figure 5, the digital contact moments or touching points which can 
be improved with the customer are identified. The first touching point is the process around contracts. 
Different contracts are being send to the customer. (e.g. a Mendix license, an eMagiz license and a SLA 
(service level agreement)) This process is currently done in a manual way, the contract is being send 
to the customer, if the customer agrees to the terms, they sign it, scan the contract and send the 
contract back to company A. If the customer does not agree to (one of the) contracts, they will send it 
back to company A with their side notes. If company A agrees to these side notes, a new contract will 
be made and send to the customer. In short, this process is very time consuming and is rather devious. 
The improvement of this touch point will not be done by me, because another bachelor student will 
try to tackle this problem. However, his solution could become part of my system, if that is possible.  
 
The second touching point that can be improved is filling in the contract form by the customer. When 
company A starts collaborating with a new customer (or a new project starts), they send a contact 
from together with the contracts to the customer. The customer prints this form, fills it in, scans this 
form and sends it back to company A. When company A receives this form, they process the form by 
filling in the data in their own database (or customer register). The same thing is done with the unique 
PO-number (purchase order number). There are many possibilities to improve this process.  
 
The third touching point is everything around a request for change (RFC). A request for change is a 
transformation of the terms of the contract. For example, a project does not take 80 hours to make 
but 100 hours. If this happens, the customer needs to re-approve the project with the proposed 
changes. In practise, approval is often given by the wrong employee of the customer.  
This is something that can be avoided by better communication between company A and their 
customer.  
 
Subsequently, the customer is often unaware of the progress of the project. The product owners from 
the customer are part of the process, so they have a good overview, but the people who call the shots, 
the CEO, or manager only attends a monthly meeting with the stakeholders in the project. Customers 
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do receive a PowerPoint from the project manager with the progress of their project, but this takes 
some time to build and they often lack information. In short, an overview of previous invoices and 
projects could be something that can be improved.  
 
The last touching point is when the application is online. When this happens, the application will be 
under the supervision of the support system from company A. (SP) In SP, a customer is able to request 
a ticket when their application goes down. Company A analyses the problem and estimates the 
workload to solve the problem. Company often asks additional information about the problem to the 
customer, but the customer cannot respond to this mail. There is a link to the application in the mail, 
but this link does not work. So, it is difficult for the customer to give this additional information to 
company A. This is something that can be improved. Furthermore, requesting a ticket is often 
experienced as time consuming by the customers. Some customers mentioned that a ticket should be 

requested by forwarding a mail they receive from their project team, where the problem is explained. 
Currently, this is done by filling in a form on SP. 

1.7 Problem cluster 

 
Figure 6: Problem cluster 

Out of the problems mentioned at the touching point part of this report a problem cluster is made. 
Out of this problem cluster, a core problem is identified which will be the focus of the thesis and the 
prototype.  

1.7.1 Choice of the core problem 

As can be seen in the problem cluster, there are two main problems in this case. That is making the 
process of the contracts more efficient and the lack of overview for the customers. I have chosen for 
the lack of overview for the customers as my core problem. This has several reasons. The first one is 
that another bachelor student is going to solve this problem. But it is possible that is solution becomes 
part of the system I am going to build. The second reason is that it is very useful for the customer to 
see what company A does for them. Solving this problem could really improve the relation between 
company A and their customers.  

1.8 Summary 

In this chapter, a motivation of research, a description of the current situation and problems associated 
to the current situation are elaborated. The key findings in this chapter are: 
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- The motivation of research is: Company A thinks that the digital contact moments with their 

customers can become more efficient.  

- Six digital contact moments are identified from the current situation. 

- The core problem in the current situation is that customers have no clear overview of their 

project(s) at company A. 
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Chapter 2: Definition of solution objectives  
In this chapter, a definition of a solution will be defined. This definition will be about the requirements 
concerning the artefact that will be demonstrated in chapter 4. Furthermore, this artefact must solve 
the problem concerning the insight in project(s) for the customers of COMPANY A. To come up with 
these requirements, research questions and theory about this subject are discussed in this chapter. 

2.1 Research questions  

The first step to define the solution objectives is to ask research questions. Objectives can be 
elaborated from the answers to these questions.  

2.1.1 Main question 

The answer to the main research question should solve the motivation of research. For clarification, 
the motivation of research is: Company A thinks that the digital contact moments with their customers 
can become more efficient. Therefore, the main research question will be: 
 
How can the interaction process with customers made more efficient with the help of an online portal? 
 
To answer this main question, I need to ask sub-questions to provide an answer this. This is done in 
the section below. These sub-questions are answered throughout this report.  

2.1.2 Sub-questions  

Questions that support this main question are: 
- What are the problems in the current customer interaction process? (chapter 1) 

- How can customer relationship management be applied in my project? (chapter 2) 

- How can the artefact be developed in an agile way? (chapter 3) 

- What does the architecture of my customer relationship model look like? (chapter 3)  

- Does the artefact satisfy the requirements? (chapter 5) 

- What are further improvements for the artefact? (chapter 5) 

2.2 Theoretical framework 

Within research, existing theories can be used to provide an answer to research questions. In this case, 
the research will be about, business process reengineering (BPR), because several activities in the 
whole interaction process can be executed differently. In cooperation with BPR, literature research 
about Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Knowledge Management (KM) and web self-service 
is elaborated in this chapter. The SCRUM method is explained at the end of this chapter. SCRUM is an 
agile software development method. For clarification, the build-up of this paragraph is visualized in 
figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Theoretical model 

2.2.1 Business process re-engineering 

Before one can re-engineer a business process, one must have a clear definition of what a business 
process is. There is no clear agreed definition of what a business process is in the literature. These 
definitions differ from each other, but they all have the same outline. A business process, is a sequence 
of activities or tasks to achieve an outcome. (Motwani, Kumar, Jiang, & Youssef, 1998) So, in this case, 
the business process is the interaction process with the customer as can be seen in figure 5.  
But how can this process be re-engineered in a structural way? What elements lead to successful BPR? 
Which parts of the current process must be re-engineered and how this will be done is clarified later 
in this report. 
 
Business process re-engineering (BPR) is all about rethinking and redesigning business processes to 
obtain dramatic and sustaining improvements in quality, costs, lead-times, outcomes flexibility and 
innovation. (Hammer & Champy, 1993) (Grover, Jeong, Kettinger, & Teng, 1995) So, in my case, BPR 
can be applied to rethink the current process and see which parts can be re-engineered to create more 
flexibility, higher quality of contact etcetera.  
 
There are a lot of factors that influence a successful integration of BPR (Ahmad, Francis, & Zairi, 2007) 
(Al-Mashari & Zairi, 1999). In Al-Mashari’s work, five dimensions of change are identified, which 
together cover all the opportunities and problems that one can occur during the implementation of 
BPR:  

1) Change management, all the human- and social-related changes and cultural adjustment 

techniques that are needed to facilitate the insertion of newly designed processes.  

2) Management competency and support, the management should understand that some beliefs 

and routines can’t be compatible with BPR and must, therefore, be removed or replaced by 

other processes. This can be well expressed with strong leadership and risk management.  

3) Organizational structure, understand the current organization and recognize possible 

improvements.  
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4) Project planning and management, adequate planning in a proper timeframe in cooperation 

with project management techniques should be able to finish the project on time. 

5) IT infrastructure, understand the possibilities of IT and make use of the ones you need for the 

project.  

With the help of these five dimensions and their sub-dimensions, I will be able to identify the choices 
that I need to make during the BPR process. This will be further elaborated after I have fully explained 
the current situation at the company and the possible improvements associated to that.  
 
Furthermore, customer relationship management (CRM) and knowledge management (KM) are crucial 
in executing BPR in an enterprise. (Massey, Montoya-Weiss, & Holcom, 2001) How these methods can 
be used and what their implications are, is further elaborated in paragraph 2.3. 

2.2.2 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

The previous part of this proposal was all about re-engineering business processes. This is necessary, 
because current processes can be executed more efficiently. As described in the first chapter, some 
improvements around the contact with the customers can be implemented. Therefore, it is useful to 
get more knowledge about the relationship management with the customer and use relevant 
pinpoints in my own case. So, the question that I need to ask myself is, how can CRM be applied on my 
project? Before I will be able to apply this, I need to understand what CRM is and what the different 
views on CRM are, if there are any. At last I need to elaborate which view is most suitable for my 
project.  
To answer these questions, literature research is needed. This research is done by following a series of 
steps. By selecting the right articles for my research, I will be able to answer this question and 
determine how I can use this in my own investigation. This systematic literature view is included in the 
appendix. 
 
CRM is a combination of people, processes, and technology that seeks to understand a company’s 
customers. (Chen & Popovich, 2003) It aims to retain current customers by getting to know their 
specific needs and adapt their selves to that.   
The most common way to retain customers is currently done by the usage of relationship marketing 
instruments (RMIs), such as loyalty programs and direct mailing. (Verhoef, 2003) These RMIs are used 
to find out what customers perceive of the company. By indicating possible improvements, the 
company itself will be able to adjust to that. Another function of these RMIs is to increase customer 
share.  Customer share is defined as the ratio of a customer’s purchases of a particular category of 
products or services from supplier X to the customer’s total purchases of that category of products or 
services from all suppliers (Peppers & Rogers, 1999). These two metrics are important in CRM 
(Hoekstra, Leeflang, & Wittink, 1999). So, a successful CRM is created by implementing it enterprise 
wide, make it customer driven, use technology to integrate CRM and link the different departments in 
a company with each other, e.g. the front- and back-office. (cross functional organisation) 
 
There are different views on how customer retention can be integrated into the process of a company. 
In order to say something augmented about that, the different views on what a CRM system should 
do must be identified.  
 
CRM system can be divided into three different segments: (Schwede, 2000) 
Operational- a CRM system that improves the efficiency of CRM business processes and comprises 
solutions for sales force automation and call center/customer interaction center management. 
Analytical- a CRM system that manages and evaluates knowledge about customers for a better 
understanding of each customer and their behavior. This can be done by data warehousing and data 
mining.  
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Collaborative- a CRM system that manages and synchronizes customer interaction points and 
communication channels. 
 
A collaborative CRM system is most suitable in my case, because the system really needs to be 
customer oriented and make things easier for the customers. In other words, re-engineer the process 
to fit the need of the customer. For this collaborative system, good interaction with the customer is 
needed. Interaction management is the analysis to make these interactions as efficient as possible with 
the objective to increase the quality and value of these interactions. (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe, & Brenner, 
2003) By enabling customers to serve themselves (e.g. Web-self-service) the interaction costs go down. 
Company A could serve the customer by making information available on a portal, if the customer is 
curious about certain things related to their project.  
This concept has a lot of overlap with the customer-centric approach. When a company has a 
customer-centric approach, products and services are created that fit customer needs. There are five 
steps that one can take to make an organization customer centric: (Seybold, Marshak, & Lewis, 2001) 

1) Make it easy for a customer to do business 

2) Focus on the end customer 

3) Redesign front office and examine information flows between front and back office 

4) Foster customer loyalty by becoming proactive 

5) Build in measurable checks to continually improve 

As mentioned in the cause of research part of this report. The prototype which I need to deliver at the 
end of this period should be a portal, which is accessible for the customers via the internet, since 
company A works with such systems, this shouldn’t be a problem. In combination with the customer-
centric approach a web self-service like system should be a good option.  

2.2.3 Knowledge management 

As mentioned in the previous part about CRM, knowledge about the customer and the current process 
is needed. This process is called knowledge management (KM). 
KM is critical in CRM because a lot of knowledge is needed for a successful CRM.  
The knowledge flows can be classified into three categories: (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe, & Brenner, 2003) 

1) Knowledge for customers – knowledge that the customer needs, for example, knowledge on 

available products or services.  

2) Knowledge about customers – knowledge that the company needs to know about their 

customers, for example, contact information such as a phone number. 

3) Knowledge from customers – knowledge from the customer about their market segment, 

interests and problems. This knowledge is useful to sustain continuous improvement. 

These knowledge flows are needed for a successful CRM. By using BPR and determining which parts of 
the process need to be re-designed, the need for the knowledge flows can be identified. For example, 
if the process of processing customer information must be re-engineered, an information need of the 
customer information is present. Furthermore, the choice of showing the outcome of this process to 
the customer is something the company itself needs to determine.  
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2.2.4 Combining CRM and KM (CKM) 

 
 
Figure 8: CKM-model (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe, & Brenner, 2003) 

The model above shows the combination of CRM and knowledge management (KM). This combination 
is called customer knowledge management (CKM). (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe, & Brenner, 2003) 
KM is about enabling process owners to create different options on which to focus when managing 
critical knowledge entities. (see paragraph 2.3.1) 
KM and CRM knowledge is often captured in different departments within a company and is therefore 
separately handled. But these concepts can enhance each other perfectly. CRM is all about serving the 
customer, but without knowledge about the customer, a company can focus on the wrong aspects.  
The combination of these two factors is called CKM and can be successful for an enterprise when 
conducting BPR. From a case study at IBM, the following things can be concluded: (Massey, Montoya-
Weiss, & Holcom, 2001) 

1) Focus efforts on critical issues that have high value and are aligned with organizational strategy 

– identify improvements that add the most value. This can be found out when talking to 

stakeholders. This makes sure that you keep the focus on the right things and that you stick to 

the set strategy.  

2) Establish executive level support – establishing support for the customers, must also be 

accepted within the organization to become successful.  

3) Treat knowledge as a process – knowledge is useless when it cannot be connected to 

customers or employees. So, make sure that knowledge ends up and the right person. 

4) IT must be seen as a medium – IT can enable getting the right data from and to the customer. 

IT is a crucial success factor, but there is a complexity 

5) Prototype fast – getting an early proof of concept to show to the customer. The SCRUM 

method can be used for this. 

6) Recognize the potential of knowledge – make sure that the right information is accessible 

throughout the company.  

2.3.3 Web self-service portal 

Following up the previous part about CRM, in the last sentence, it is mentioned that the system should 
be an online portal so that customers and employees can access it at any time.  
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The possibilities of this online portal should be investigated. The ideal form for this is an online portal, 
where the customers can help or serve themselves. Therefore, the term self-service portal. The 
possibilities and drawbacks of such a portal are explained below. 
 
Self-service technologies (SSTs) are technological interfaces that enable customers to produce a 
service independent of direct service employee involvement. (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 
2000) Some examples of SSTs are ATMs and pay-at-the-pump terminals. By replacing an employee 
with a machine, customers are able to serve themselves by giving instructions to the machine.  
Self-service should satisfy the following requirements. (McGovern, 2014) 
1) It should be simple. No humans are involved in the process, so everything should be clear on the 

portal itself, otherwise, customers will contact the help desk because they have questions.  

2) Convenience is the next requirement. The self-service channel should be more convenient for the 

customer compared to other possible channels. E.g. call the helpdesk.  

3) The third factor is control. The customer must have a sense of control when serving them. This 

can be done by enabling the customer to do things by themselves on the portal. For example, 

looking at the invoice from last month. Creating more control can have a trade-off with simplicity. 

The more features one adds to increase control, reduces the simplicity of the portal.  

4) Speed is also an important determinant. The value created by an information system is faster 

response time than other means of communication. (Lu, Huang, & Heng, 2006) 

5) Price is another requirement. If one serves his or herself, he or she expects to be rewarded for 

that. In other words, they do work that another should be doing, so they expect to get rewarded 

for the work they save for the organization. But, if the self-service provides a good overview 

(control) and works faster than the traditional approach, customers may be willing to pay more 

for it.  

6) The last factor is continuous improvement. Things change all the time, also the interests of the 

customers. Furthermore, the system itself should be continuously improved, so that customers 

can be served faster. Also, monitoring the customers and ask them what they think could be 

improved is a crucial step in continuously improving the system (CRM). 

This concept can also be applied in an internet environment. Instead of calling a customer service 
employee, a customer could be able to check a website or log on a portal to see what the problem is.  
By enabling the customer to do things themselves, interaction costs go down and if the information is 
shown correctly, the customer satisfaction goes up, because they feel that they are informed well 
about their projects. (Cooper, Lichtenstein, & Smith, 2006) This can for example be done by extending 
the capability to the customer for creating their own overview if they need one. This overview can be 
about the worked hours in a week or the invoices of a certain project.  

2.2.5 Reference models 

The second research question is about finding models that are comparable to my own case. From these 
models, useful functionalities can be identified. Functionalities that aren’t in my scope can also be 
identified and left out my final design. I looked at three different cases. All these cases were about web 
self-service portals and their functionalities. 
 
The first case is from ServiceNow Express (Express, 2017). ServiceNow Express is enterprise software 
company which was founded in 2004. They developed a self-service portal for their customers with 
distinctive features. Firstly, customers are able to get in touch with different departments on the 
homepage and check the progress of their orders. Furthermore, customers are able to search for 
answers to their questions by themselves. This can be done by clicking on a help button and type in 
the thing you want to solve. A customer is also notified when an order gets late or something 
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unexpected happens within the process. At last, the customer is able to ask assistance by filling in a 
short form on the site. This can also be done on a phone.  
 
The second case is from Albelli. (van Vliet, 2014) Albelli is a company which offers photobooks and 
other products related to that. A company called Kana has developed web self-service for Albelli which 
relieves stress from the constantly growing help desk. This self-service system consists of the following 
elements: e-mail response management, live chat, call management. On the website, answers on 
frequent asked questions (FAQ) are shown. This is done to relieve stress from the help desk. The 
solution works well, less employees are needed in at the help desk, because customers can solve some 
of the problems by themselves by simply consulting the website.  
 
The last case is from Randstad. (Teixeira-Pinto, 2014) Randstad is an employment agency. Randstad 
used the software of OutSystems to develop a new customer portal, because the old one was not 
feature proof. Given the expected growth of the company, they thought it was wise to make a brand-
new system instead of repairing the current one. The system was designed for employees as well as 
the customer in order to stimulate the use of it by the employees. On the portal, employees are able 
to download their payslips or approve workflows delivered by colleagues.  Customers are able to see 
the reports from the employees who are working for them at Randstad. Also, an overview of the 
different time-sheets is created to see what will be done each day. The customer is also able to approve 
the proposed workflows. By implementing this system, Randstad is able to train new employees faster 
and proposed changes take days instead of weeks. Furthermore, the customer has the ability to check 
his progress at any time. So, 24/7 availability.  
 
The main points that I can use for my own project are, showing FAQs on the portal. By interviewing 
project managers from the customer and from company A, I will be able to identify questions that are 
often asked by the customers. If I can formulate an answer to that question, the customer will be able 
to help themselves by checking the portal. Another functionality that can be useful is showing a 
calendar where the customer can easily what will be done on what day, when a planning is determined. 
All the other points are also useful, but they will be mentioned in the improvement approach section.  

2.2.6 SCRUM 

Company A uses a framework for agile software development within their projects called SCRUM. This 
is, of course, vague and calls upon many questions. What is agile? What does it do exactly? Why does 
it work?  
All these questions will be answered in this section.  

 
Figure 9: The process of SCRUM 
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 It all starts with an idea or vision from a company or a product owner. The product owner has an idea 
that solves a certain problem for a group of people (stakeholders or customer(s)). But the owner itself 
does not really have an idea about how to execute this problem. The stakeholders and the product 
owner have ideas about what the product should do. These ideas are called user stories. These user 
stories must be built by a development team. The team is not going to build all the user stories at once, 
but they are going to build the three most important stories into a working prototype which is then 
send to the stakeholders. This process is called a sprint. A sprint usually takes 2-3 weeks. The 
stakeholders test this prototype and give feedback on this prototype (more user stories) All these user 
stories are kept in a product backlog. Before every sprint, a capacity is determined by the team. So, if 
there are 4 people working on the project during 3 weeks, the capacity of the team will be 4 (people)* 
3 (weeks) *40 (hours per week) = 480 workable hours or points. After this, a workload per user story 
is determined. For example, a user story will take 10 hours to build, so this story is given 10 points. The 
list of user stories will be prioritized by the MVP-rule (Minimum Viable Product) This rule states that a 
user story must deliver a certain amount of value to the customers or stakeholders with the least 
amount of effort (Moogk, 2012), or in this case, story points. So, the development team will prioritize 
all the user stories and choose the stories which add the most value for the customer. The 
development team also makes sure that the amount of story points during a sprint falls within the 
capacity of the team. It can be the case that certain user stories will not be executed within a sprint, 
because the capacity has been reached. These stories will be kept in the backlog and can be executed 
in the next sprint.  
 
After a sprint, the prototype will be send to the stakeholders. The team itself reviews at the end of the 
sprint if they did everything what they wanted to do at the beginning of the sprint. The team also 
reflects if everything went according to plan and if not, what could be done next time to make sure 
this does not happen again? This reflection of a sprint is called a sprint review. After this review, an 
increment of the product is delivered to the customer. The customer tests the increment and gives 
feedback on it. New user stories come up with this feedback. These stories than come into the product 
backlog with the other stories that have not been executed in the previous sprint. The development 
team prioritizes this list of stories and so the process repeats until all the user stories have been 
implemented in the product. (Sutherland, Scholingen, & van, 2011) 
 
SCRUM is an agile way of developing products. The product developer starts with requirements in the 
beginning and after 2 months the product is finished, the customer may have other interests or things 
he would like to see in the product. The needs of the customer change over time and your development 
process should be able to change as well.  (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) There is no project manager in 
a project. The development team itself is responsible for the progress of the project.  (Kniberg, 2012) 
With daily stand-up meetings, every member of the team explains what they have done since the last 
meeting, what they want to do today and which difficulties they have encountered since the last stand-
up meeting. With these meetings, the team is able to keep track what everybody is doing (so avoid 
that two people are working on the same thing) (Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2003)  
 
How is SCRUM implemented within company A? 

Company A works rather strictly to the SCRUM method. They spend most of their time at the customer 
and therefore they can tackle problems quickly. They also have sprint meetings, daily stand-ups and a 
backlog. They also work in sprints. A sprint often takes about 4 weeks and at the end of each sprint a 
sprint evaluation will be held, and a new sprint will be started. This sprint is started by selecting user 
stories from the backlog with story points and fill the sprint till the story points in the sprint are equal 
to the available story points in the sprint. This is repeated until the backlog is empty.  
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2.3 Summary 

From this chapter, it can be concluded that a web self-service portal is very useful in this case since it 
enables the customers to check the progress within their project(s) by themselves. A web self-service 
portal should be: simple, convenient, controllable, fast, add value and be able to continuously improve. 
The portal can be developed with the help of SCRUM, an agile software development method. During 
the development of the application, one should bear several things in mind: 
 
BPR is needed in my project, because I need to re-design a current process. BPR can be successfully 
integrated by managing human interactions, strong leadership, using risk management, understanding 
the organization, making an adequate planning and understanding the possibilities of IT. CRM can be 
increased by combining information from, about and for the customer to link the front- and back office 
with each other. 
Out of the reference models, the following functionalities can be used for my portal: show FAQ’s, show 
when an employee will work on your problem and approving workflows (or in the case of company A, 
RFC’s) via the portal. This will not be the focus since the application will be built around the core 
problem, create insight in project(s) from the customers. 
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Chapter 3: Design and development 
This chapter is about the creation of the application. As mentioned in the summary of chapter 2, the 
application will a self-service portal where the customers can log in and check the progress of their 
project. How this portal will be build is explained in this chapter. First, different scenarios are described, 
and the most suitable scenario will be chosen from that. From this scenario, a solution design and an 
architecture will be made.  

3.1 Comparison of scenarios 

The need of an information system for the customer has become clear in the previous part. A lot of 
processes can be improved by enabling the customer to do things by themselves. As mentioned in 
1.6.2 Current systems and programs within company A, there are two systems that company A 
currently uses that are suitable for the self-service portal. These systems are IS and CSP. Employees of 
company A fill in their worked hours in IS, the internal system of company A. CSP is the system where 
customers currently go to when they have issues with their application. 
From this, three different scenarios emerge. These are all explained below.  
 
Different scenarios 
There are two scenarios that can be compared with each other:  
The creation of a brand-new system versus expanding systems that are currently being used by 
company A. 
Scenario 1: Build a new system. 
In this scenario, a brand-new system will be created in Mendix. IS will be integrated in the system, so 
that information from IS can be used to inform the customer. SP has to be integrated as well, because 
the support part must also be available to the customer.  
Scenario 2: Expanding a current system of company A.  
2a) In this scenario, an existing system (SP) is being expanded with information from IS. Using this 
information, an overview of current projects and their progress can be created.  
By combining these two systems and adding some features, a portal for customers can be created.  
2b) Scenario 2b is very comparable to scenario 2a. This scenario states that IS will be expanded. This 
could also bring some risks, because not all the data within IS should be shared with the customers.  

 
Figure 10: Visualization of scenarios 
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The comparison is shown in the table below: 
Topic Scenario 1: Make a 

new system 
Scenario 2a: Expand CSP 
with IS 

Scenario 2b: Expand IS 

Workability for the 
developer 

No restrictions (build 
from the ground up) 

Restricted by the design 
of the current system 
(need to get familiar 
with the system and the 
possibilities) 

Restricted by the 
design of the current 
system (need to get 
familiar with the 
system and the 
possibilities) 

Impact of mistakes System is not yet 
online, so if mistakes 
are made, no one will 
notice 

System may go down 
when a mistake is made, 
but can be avoided 
when work is done 
locally. 

System may go down 
when a mistake is 
made, but can be 
avoided when work is 
done locally. 

Workability for the 
customer and 
employees of 
company A 

Need to get familiar 
with the new system 
(may get lost in all the 
systems) 

Customers of company 
A are already familiar 
with SP 

Customers of company 
A are not familiar with 
IS 

License costs Extra license costs, 
because of creation of 
a new system 

No extra license costs No extra license costs 

Information breach No chance of 
information breach 

Small chance that 
sensitive information 
reaches the customer 

Bigger chance that 
sensitive information 
reaches the customer, 
since one is working in 
the internal system of 
company A 

Sharing with the 
customer 

The entire system can 
be shared with the 
right employee of the 
customer (employees 
with less rights can 
have access to a part 
of the system) 

SP is already used by 
customers of company 
A. The message that will 
be send from IS to SP is 
controlled, so a small 
chance of sharing 
sensitive information 
with the customers. 

Greater chance that 
confidential 
information reaches 
the customers, since it 
is all saved in IS. 

Updates Independent of the 
functionalities of 
another system 

Dependent on the 
functionalities of 
another system 

Independent of the 
functionalities of 
another system 

Table 1: Scenario comparison table 

3.1.1 Decision for scenario 

Scenario 2a was chosen as the best scenario. It was augmented that with the uncertainty of the success 
of the project, it would be unwise to invest in a new license for a new system. (scenario 1)  
The choice between scenario 2a and 2b was harder, because these scenarios have a lot in common. 
But, in the end, the choice was made to go with scenario 2a. The main reason for this was that SP is 
already an external business service for the customers of company A. Another reason for this choice 
is, when a part of IS becomes available for external parties, there will always be a chance that sensitive 
information reaches these parties. When SP is expanded, this is not really an issue since the 
information within the message from IS to SP can be controlled and therefore be filled with information 
which the external parties are allowed to see.  
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3.2 Architecture 

After the decision from company A to expand SP with IS, an architecture for the customer portal can 
be made. This can be done in combination with the attention points indicated in the summary of 
chapter 2. (paragraph 2.3) 
 
Architecture is defined as the “fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, 
their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and 
evolution.” (IEEE, 2000) Enterprise Architecture (EA) therefore is understood as the fundamental 
organization of a company, as a whole or with their supply chain (so with suppliers, customers etc.) or 
in part (a department or a division). (OpenGroup, 2003) The architecture describes how the application 
will help the current process. (Weske, 2012) 
 
On the next page, the architecture of the portal is displayed. The architecture provides a layered 
overview of the entire system and all its components. The best way to explain the system is to 
walkthrough the architecture from top to bottom.  
 
External factors and actors: In this case, customers of company A need information about their project 
and want to report a problem concerning their application.  
External business services: The business service that company A offers to satisfy the external process, 
is an online portal where the customer can see their project and report problems with their application. 
Internal processes, roles and actors: The internal process behind the business service is the project 
flow. This flow is already explained in paragraph 1.6 and displayed briefly in this architecture. General 
information is needed from the client before a new project can be created. Once the new project is 
created in IS, the internal system of company A, the project monitoring starts as well. Once a week, 
the customer will be updated on the progress within their project. When the project ends, the 
application will still be under supervision of company A. The support service, formally CSP, will make 
sure that customers can report any problems with their application once it has gone live.  
External application services: In order to provide the functionalities mentioned above, a number of 
services are needed. First a customer administration service is needed to save all data about 
customers. Also, a project monitoring service is needed to keep track of the progress in a project. 
Furthermore, a mail service is needed to alert the customers when there is an update available for 
them. At last the support service is needed enable customers to report issues with their application. 
Application components and services: This layer in the architecture will be about the scenario chosen 
in paragraph 3.1. In this paragraph, the scenario to expand CSP with messages from IS has been 
chosen. In figure 13, creates a more detailed view on how this can be accomplished. For the 
expansion of CSP, or the development of CP information about customers, projects, budgets and 

time registration is needed. All this information is stored in IS.

 
Figure 11: Application components and services 

This data can be retrieved and send to CP by eMagiz. When this message arrives in CP, a mail will be 
send to the customer with a notification that there is an update available about their project. The 
customer is able to log in and see what has happened the last week in their project.  
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External infrastructure services: Data about customers, projects,  hour registration from employees of 
company A is saved in IS. IS and SP, the two systems that need to cooperate in this scenario run on 
Mendix. The system that enables the link between the two systems is eMagiz. Therefore, Mendix and 
eMagiz are the two components of the Infrastructure. 

 
Figure 12: Architecture of the application 

3.3 Application of the SCRUM method 

The SCRUM method can be well applied on this project. The project can be divided into roughly three 
parts: Building the model in CSP, add a mobile app and create the integration between the two 
applications. There around ten weeks to build the portal, so the sprints will last three weeks each. A 
backlog with user stories will be created for every sprint.  
All the user stories that will be executed during these 10 weeks are available in appendix B. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the scenario of expanding SP with IS was chosen. The name of SP will change to 
Customer Portal or CP. At the end of every week, a message with information about the project will 
be send to CP. When the message is received in CP, an e-mail will be send to the customer to notify 
that there is an update available for them. To visualize the system, an architecture is made. For the 
development of the application, the SCRUM method will be used. During the development, three 
sprints will take place where distinct parts of the application will be build.  
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Chapter 4: Demonstration 
In this chapter, the Customer Portal will be demonstrated. The functionalities of the app will be 
covered in this chapter. The desktop application will be discussed before the mobile app. How the 
prototype is built in Mendix can be seen in Appendix C.  
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the process starts at IS. In IS, relevant data needs to be 
gathered for the message that is send to eMagiz. Since one project is send per message, one needs 
the following information: 

- One project 

- The project code (an abbreviation that is set for every project, every project code is unique) 

- The status of the project (active or closed) 

- The customer related to that project 

- The project lines that are related to the project. Project lines are the phases within the 

project, these phases are often called sprints but can have other names as well.  

- The characteristics of the project lines. Every project line has a name, number, budget, 

billable hours, hours to do, forecast to completion (FTC), a result and an enumeration of the 

result (positive, negative). This enumeration is used to stress the positive or negative result 

of a project line. 

- Beneath the project lines, hour registration lines are attached. These lines are filled in by 

employees of company A in IS. These lines need to be in the message as well. 

- An hour registration line contains the following attributes: date, name of employee, 

description and number of hours.  

Now that we have our message, we need to gather the right information from IS. This is done with a 
microflow. This microflow must be triggered somewhere. A microflow can be triggered by a button 
or another event. In this case, the choice has been made to trigger the microflow by clicking on a 
button. In figure 14, a project overview is shown of a project with code BS-IP. When the project 
manager approves everything from the previous week, he clicks on the button Send to CP (button in 
the green box) to trigger the message. 

 
Figure 13: Project Overview page in IS with button Send to CP 

The message will go from IS, through eMagiz to CP. The logic behind this process is elaborated in 
appendix C.  

4.1 Desktop version 

Once the message is received in CP, the information within this message can be displayed. This can be 
done with the help of tables and pages in Mendix. To demonstrate the functionalities of the 
application, a fake customer account is made. For this demo, the user will be an employee of Post-NL, 
a customer of company A. 
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When the application is up-and-running this is the first screen the user sees. 

 
Figure 14: Log in screen 

The user can log in with the same credentials he or she uses when logging in to CSP. 

 

 
 
When 

the user has logged in successfully, the homepage of CP appears.  
In figure 15, different sections of the homepage are placed in boxes of assorted colours. The homepage 
consists of five parts: 

- Red- These are navigation buttons with different options. In this menu, the user is able to go 

back to the homepage, check his tickets, go to his projects or look at his account. 

- Blue- The event bar. In this section project updates are shown. Every time the project manager 

presses the button Send to CP in IS. A message appears in the event bar. Every element in the 

event bar shows the name of the corresponding project, the result and the date of the update. 

Figure 15: Homepage of CP 
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The element of result is red when the result is negative and green when it is positive. The user 

can click on an element in the event bar to check the details of his project.  When the user 

does this, he will end up at the Project Detail page. (figure 17) 

- Green: Another navigation menu. Five icons are shown, contracts, projects, support, invoices 

and account.  Due to the scope of the prototype, the icons contracts and invoices are not 

clickable. This could be a functionality in the feature.   

- Yellow: Latest news about company A is shown in this section. When the user clicks on an item 

in this section he will redirected to the corresponding website.  

- Purple: In this section contact information of company A is displayed. 

- On this screenshot, the calendar is left out. Events where company A is attending are shown 

in this section.  

When the user clicks on Projects in the green box, the Project Overview page will appear. (figure 16) 

 
Figure 16: Project Overview Page 

This screen gives the user an overview of his projects. In this case, the user has multiple projects at 
company A. Information about budget, billable hours, hours to-do, FTC and result at project level are 
also shown on this page. For the demo, the user is curious about the progress in project PNL-LSP-
Architectuur since this project has a negative result of -112. 
Therefore, the user clicks on this rule in the table.  
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Figure 17: Project detail page 

On this page, the user sees are more detailed table about the project. On the left general information 
about the project is shown. These are the same numbers as on the previous page. In the right section 
are four tab pages. In the opened tab page, data from the separate phases in the project are shown. 
To see even more details in a phase, the user can click on a row in the table. In this case the user is 
curious about the Architectuur phase  

 
 

This page shows all the hour registration lines that are written on this phase by employees of company 
A. In this page, the user is able to search on date, employee and description of the hour registration 
line.  
 

Figure 18: Project Line Detail page 
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The user closes this page and selects the tab page Hour Registration Lines. 

 
Figure 19: Hour Registration Line page 

On this page, all the hour registration lines of the project are shown. The user is able to search on 

employee, project line, date and description.  

 
Figure 20: Project history page 

The third tab page shows the history of the project. During the project, multiple updates will be send 
to CP. On this page, the user is able to keep track of the history of his project.  
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When the user clicks on a row in the upper table, the bottom table will be activated. This table shows 
the Project Line data on the 21st of July.  
On the last tab page, employees of company A who are working on this project are displayed.  
 
The last functionality of the portal is a notification e-mail when there is an update about a project.  

 
Figure 21: Mail of CP 

 
By clicking on the link, the user should fill in his credentials, before he will be re-directed to the Project 
Overview page (figure 16) The project that is on top of the table was updated the latest. 

 

4.2 Mobile app 

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, a mobile app has been developed as well. The app 
has the same functionalities as the desktop application. All the screenshots from the mobile app are 
on the bottom of this section.  
 
In the beginning, the user sees the same log in page as on the desktop. By filling in his credentials, the 
user comes on the mobile homepage. (figure 23) The homepage is somewhat different than the 
desktop version. On the bottom of the screen, there is a navigation menu where the user can zoom 
into projects or their tickets.  When the user scrolls down in the page, news about company A, general 
information and the calendar will appear.  
 
When the user clicks on Projects on the bottom of the page, the Project Overview page appears. (figure 
24). This page has the same functionalities as the desktop page. When the user wants to see more 
details about a project, he simply clicks on the corresponding card. 
 
Subsequently, the user ends up at the Project Detail page. (figure 25) Just as the desktop application, 
four tab pages are displayed where the user can look more closely to project lines, hour registration 
lines or the history of their project.  

 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the functionalities of the application have been explained. A desktop- and a mobile 
application have been made to enable the customers to serve themselves to gain insight in their 
projects. In appendix C, the logic behind the app is explained. 
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Chapter 5: Evaluation 
Now that the prototype is developed and explained, the question raises whether the application 
improves the current situation. Next to this, the application will be tested with the customers of 
company A. At last, the main question can be answered and from that conclusions can be drawn.  

5.1 Testing the application 

The application has been tested by two customers of company A, company B and company C. During 
this session, a brief introduction was given to the users and a quick demonstration of the functionalities 
of the application. After that, the user was free to explore the application by themselves and ask 
questions about it. At the end of the session, the users filled were asked to fill in a questionnaire about 
the portal and the current situation. The user was able to choose between the options: strongly 
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree when answering the questions. The questions 
were based upon the non-functionals needed for a web self-service portal. These non-functionals are: 

1) Simple- the portal should be straightforward in the usage.  

2) Convenient- it should be easier than other communicational means.  

3) Controllable- customers should have a sense of control when using the portal.  

4) Speed- it should be faster than other communicational means.  

5) Continuous improvement- the portal should be able to continuously improve, since interests 

change over time.  

The exact results and questions of this questionnaire can be found in appendix D. 
The feedback that was received during these sessions and from the questionnaire was very useful for 
the further development of the portal. As can be deduced from the results of the questionnaire, the 
customers saw potential in the portal. They liked the fact that they could monitor their project in such 
detail and see the history of their project. The structure of the pages was also clear and appreciated. 
(so, from project to project lines to hour registration lines) Overall, they appreciated the portal, but 
they indicated that there is room for improvement. 
Both customers missed the link with their invoice. They get a monthly invoice from company A where 
all the hour registration lines are shown, but they do not know from which phase or sprint these lines 
are. (More than one sprint can be executed in a month) They asked if there could be a way to show 
this in the invoice as well. They also asked whether the invoices could be displayed in the portal as 
well.  
The last remark was that a customer could see where his project took longer than expected, but he 
does still not know why his project was delayed during that period. He hoped this could be indicated 
in the feature. 

5.2 Improvement of the current situation 

In chapter one, the core problem of the digital customer interaction was the lack of overview of their 
projects. In order to solve this problem, an application was designed and developed in the previous 
chapter. This application can improve the current situation, for example the project manager does not 
have to make a PowerPoint about the progress of the project every week, he simply clicks on a button 
when he approves the week. This click triggers the transfer of the message from IS to CP.   
Furthermore, in the current situation customers receive this PowerPoint from the project manager. 
With the portal, the customer receives an e-mail with a notification. The customer can decide by 
themselves if they want to check the progress of their project.  
When the customer decides to do that, he is able to follow his project in much more detail than before. 
It also becomes clearer when a project is delayed, by the overview that is created per Project Line. 
(figure 18) 
Another feature of the portal is the ability to check the history of the project. In the old situation, the 
customer needed to look up the PowerPoint on their computer. In the portal, this information is 
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gathered and displayed clearly. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, customers liked the fact that 
they could monitor their project in such detail, but there is still room for improvement. The portal itself 
could become clearer and  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
The main question will be answered in this chapter. Furthermore, limitations and recommendations 
are elaborated as well.  

6.1 Answering the main question 

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the answers to the sub-questions must be elaborated 
before the main question can be answered. The sub-questions and a brief answer to them are shown 
below. 
 
What are the problems in the current customer interaction process? (chapter 1) 
In paragraph 1.7 a problem cluster was made, and the core problem of the current situation was the 
lack of overview of the projects for the customer. 
 
How can customer relationship management be applied to this case? (chapter 2) 
In this case, CRM can be applied by to link the front- and back office with each other.  In the back office, 
information about projects is present. A link is needed between the back- and front office to enable 
the customers to gain insight in their project. A way to do that is web self-service. 
 
How can the artefact be developed in an agile way? (chapter 3) 
The artefact or application can be developed by following the SCRUM method. SCRUM is a method 
which works in short development cycles to adapt quickly to any changes.  
 
What does the architecture of my customer relationship model look like? (chapter 3)  
The visual representation of the model is shown in figure 13. The model will link the back office, IS, 
with the front office, CSP. This is done with the help of eMagiz. 
 
Does the artefact solve the problem? (chapter 5) 
The artefact or application does solve the problem that is mentioned in the first sub-question. From 
the test sessions, positive results were collected. Testers indicated that the portal was an improvement 
of the current process and they liked the amount of detail they were able to see in the portal.  
 
What are further improvements for the artefact? (chapter 5) 
The portal could be improved with displaying the contracts and invoices of customers. These contracts 
could also be signed on the portal with a digital signature. Also, reasons why the project has been 
delayed could be shown in the portal as well.  
 
Now that all the sub-questions are briefly answered above, the main research question can be 
answered. The main research question as stated in paragraph 1.7 is: 
How can the interaction process with customers made more efficient with the help of an online portal? 
In the current situation, customers do not have sufficient overview of their projects. PowerPoints are 
send by the project manager to the customer to show the progress of their project. It costs the project 
manager some time to make this PowerPoint and the customer is not always able to find the relevant 
information in the PowerPoint. One of the key points to increase CRM is to link the front- and the back 
office with each other. In the current situation, this link is present but insufficient since the customer 
lacks information in the PowerPoint.  
Therefore, an online portal is developed to enable the customer to monitor the progress of their 
project in detail. A lot of information from the back office, so internal systems, is transferred to the 
portal, the front office.  
This results in a more efficient interaction process. The project manager does not have to spend time 
on making a PowerPoint, he simply clicks on a button and all the information from the previous week 
is transferred to the portal. Furthermore, the customer is able to monitor their project in detail. The 
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current situation and history about the project is present in the portal. Customers can serve 
themselves and do not have to call company A to get certain information. 

6.3 Limitations 

It was not possible to develop the portal fully in the given time. As already came forward in paragraph 
5.1 there are still some improvements and additions that can be made. A deliberate choice was made 
halfway in the process to focus on the project insight. This was developed during the remaining time 
of the investigation. It was also not possible to introduce the portal in an online environment. The 
portal runs locally on a laptop, it was not possible to realise this in the time given.   

6.4 Recommendations 

Customers liked the amount of overview the portal created, but they missed the link to their invoice. 
Making invoices visible in the portal is a feature that is strongly recommend for future development. 
In combination with the project overview that is already created, customers are able to see what was 
developed for the money that they are paying. Furthermore, enabling the customer to digitally sign 
their contracts on the portal could be an important functionality. (Geevers, 2017) Subsequently, 
indicating why a project takes longer than expected can increase the insight in their projects as well.  

But most of all, the portal should be introduced in an online environment. Company A may 
want to choose between introducing it with the current interface and functionalities or wait 
until more functionalities are built in. But it should come online so that customers can test 
the application live.  
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Appendix  

Appendix A: Summaries of interviews with different stakeholders 

Interview with the project manager from company A 

The project manager explained to me how company A works (see the SCRUM part) and how the 
projects are divided into the different sprints. He indicated that some contact moments with the 
customer were not running smoothly within the project. He started with the PO-numbers, which the 
customer needed to write down with a pen in an e-mail. After that, he mentioned that customers 
(project managers) can get an overview of their project in a weekly update which is send by company 
A. But he also mentioned that this could become a part of self-service, where the customer will be able 
to download this update on the portal by themselves. Furthermore, he indicated that the customers 
may get lost in all the contracts they have signed. Since there are also a lot of licenses involved in the 
projects. 

Interview with the sales manager from company A 

At the start of the projects, customers are attracted and advised by the sales manager from company 
A. If they are new customers for company A, their information is processed manually in the internal 
system of company A (IS). He indicated that this could be done electronically. Furthermore, he 
mentioned that processing contracts takes a lot of time. If a customer does not agree with the terms, 
the contract is being send back. He mentioned that this could be done electronically if that is legally 
possible. Another bachelor student is looking into this subject.  

Interview with the support manager from company A 

The support manager would like to make improvements in his system, but he is busy with solving ticket 
requests from customers. Therefore, he mentioned a lot of possible improvements in the interaction 
between company A and the customers. For example, when a ticket is being filled in by the customer, 
additional information is often needed for company A to solve the problem. Company A asks this per 
mail, but the customer can’t respond to that mail. (no-reply mail address) He also mentioned that a 
link with the agenda of the person who is going to solve a problem would be a significant improvement. 
In other words, when an employee of company A accepts solving a problem and estimates how long 
solving this will take, a “meeting” in his agenda will be made which states that he is going to solve the 
problem on Monday from 10 till 1 for example. Following this, the meeting will be shared with the 
customer, so that they can see when company A is going to repair their application. 
 
After the interviews with different employees of company A, I went to two customers of company A. 
Information of these interviews was gathered so that improvements can be presented in a structured 
way.  

Interview with the project manager of company C 

Company C is a wholesaler in all kinds of products, for example sustenance products, but also perfume 
and tobacco. I presented my overview of the possible improvements at some touchpoints between 
company A and a customer. After the presentation, I asked if he saw added value in such a portal and 
if he struggles with other contact moments. He indicated that he saw added value in such an 
application, but he wanted to get a clear overview in the changes made within the sprints. So, if 
something is left out of sprint 1, will it be moved to sprint to and why. This is also an idea to present in 
the application. He had also some other ideas, but they fall out of the scope of this investigation. Ideas 

about contracts and such.  
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Interview with the project manager of company D 

Company D is a transportation company. The project manager of company D saw potential in my 
design, he mentioned that he often lacks overview of the signed contracts and would like to see this 
back in my application. He also mentioned that he thought it was too much effort to request a ticket 
when his application goes down. Logging in and fill in the required fields takes too much time, he would 
simply like to send an e-mail to company A, which he gets from a member in his team, where the 
problem is stated. Next to this he had no remarks and he was rather enthusiastic about the application. 
 
By understanding the culture of the company and the country, one must be able to come up with 
changes that the employees are willing to accept. If one does not understand the culture of the people, 
the changes he suggests will be against the believes of the people who work at the company. Also, a 
good understanding of the structure of the organization and the current processes is needed to come 
up with relevant improvements. At last, the technology that can be used for these changes is business 
process architecture. With this technology, one is able to map the process within a company and see 
where re-engineering can take place. I will make an architecture for my own case later in this report.  

 

Appendix B: User Stories 

Name 

Sprint 1: Basic CP and budget status 

    As a developer, I would like to add my own module in CSP and make the domain model 

        Check which entities are already in use 

        Add entities for the portal 

            Project 

                Name (string) 

                ID number 

    As a customer, I would like to be able to log in with my own account,  
so that I am able to see information about the activities that COMPANY A does for me. 

        Use accounts created in CSP 

    As a customer, I would like to get to a homepage, where all the possible functions are 
shown. 

        Link to projects 

        Link to my account 

        Event bar 

        Link to CSP 

        Support status 

        News about COMPANY A 

        Action bar 

        Link to social media 

        See consignation 

    As a developer, I would like to create different roles in the application,  
so that different roles in organizations can be distinguished 

        Use the existing roles in CSP! 

    As a customer, I would like to have an overview of all my projects 

        Create blocks where the different projects are named 

        Link to contracts 

        Link to licenses 

        Link to project information 

    As a customer, I would like to see the agreed budget of my project(s) 

        External budget 

        Billable hours 

        To-do (hours)/tasks 
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        FTC 

        External result 

    As a customer, I would like to see the hour registration of the employees  
of COMPANY A who are working on my project 

        Export to Excel 

        Date 

        Employee 

        Description 

        Billable hours 

        Filter between sprints, hours, employees, activity, status, date etc.  

Sprint 2: Mobile and other components 

    Add UI/UX 

    As a customer, I would like to see recent updates of COMPANY A on the homepage,  
so, I get up-to-date with the recent developments within COMPANY A 

        Add calendar 

    As a customer, I would like to have a mobile app, so that I can make quick changes 

        Create insight in projects 

        Add calendar 

        Show contracts, invoices, status of the app on the homepage 

    As a developer, I would like to gain knowledge about eMagiz,  
so that I will be able to make integrations between applications 

    As a developer, I would like to retrieve information from IS and use it in CP 

        This can be done by making integrations with the help of eMagiz 

    As a customer, I would like to see the latest Facebook developments of COMPANY A,  
so that I am up-to-date with the recent developments within COMPANY A 

    As a customer, I would like to see the latest LinkedIn developments of COMPANY A,  
so that I am up-to-date with the recent developments within COMPANY A 

    As a developer, I would like to show a calendar,  
so that my clients are able to see events where COMPANY A will be present 

        For mobile and desktop  

Sprint 3: Other features 

    As a customer, I would like to receive an e-mail when there is an update.  

        Show the relevant page with a link when an e-mail is send to the client.  
The link shows the updated project 

    As a customer, I would like to see the history of my weekly reports on the portal,  
so that I am able to check projects in the past. 

    As a customer, I would like to see an action bar, where all the changes or updates are 
shown  

    Prepare test environment 

   Write report 

    As a customer, I would like to see the telephone number 
 that I need do dile when I am having trouble with my application 

        Also on mobile 

 

Appendix C: Explanation of the functionality 

Mendix 

A Mendix project consists of modules: one System module and one or more user-defined modules. 
Modules are a way to split the functionality of your application into separate parts.  
A module always contains exactly one domain model. The domain model is a data model that describes 
the information in your application domain in an abstract way. 

https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/domain-model
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Within a module you can define module security via module roles and specify security settings of those 
module roles for pages, microflows, entities and data sets. 
Furthermore, a module can contain several types of documents. Each type of document is described 
in its own domain-specific language (DSL). For example, user-interface forms are described by using a 
visual language with elements like text boxes, tables and grids. Below you see tables grouped by 
category of all the different kinds of documents you can create within a module. (Mendix, 2017) 
 
Common 

Document type Typical elements Description 

Pages Data view, Data 
grid, Table, Text box 

Forms are used to create a user interface for the end user. 
They are composed of components that are called widgets. 

Microflows  Activities, Sequence Flow Microflows describe the logic of your application. They are 
composed of activities that manipulate objects, interact with 
the client etcetera. 

Enumerations 

 
An enumeration is a set of predefined values, for example: in 
a web shop, an enumeration called MemberType could have 
the values Gold and Silver. 

Consumed App 
Services 

 
App services are the preferred way of connecting Mendix 
applications to each other. An app service can be imported 
and its content can be used. 

Table 2: Common Mendix functionalities (Mendix, 2017) 

Information System (IS) 

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the process starts at IS. In IS, relevant data 
needs to be gathered for the message that is send to eMagiz. Since one project is send per 
message, one needs the following information: 

- One project 

- The project code (an abbreviation that is set for every project, every project code is unique) 

- The status of the project (active or closed) 

- The customer related to that project 

- The project lines that are related to the project. Project lines are the phases within the project, 

these phases are often called sprints but can have other names as well.  

- The characteristics of the project lines. Every project line has a name, number, budget, billable 

hours, hours to do, forecast to completion (FTC), a result and an enumeration of the result 

(positive, negative). This enumeration is used to stress the positive or negative result of a 

project line. 

- Beneath the project lines, hour registration lines are attached. These lines are filled in by 

employees of company A in IS. These lines need to be in the message as well. 

- An hour registration line contains the following attributes: date, name of employee, 

description and number of hours.  

Now that we have our message, we need to gather the right information from IS. This is done 
with a microflow. This microflow must be triggered somewhere. A microflow can be triggered 
by a button or another event. In this case, the choice has been made to trigger the microflow 
by clicking on a button. In figure 14, a project overview is shown of a project with code BS-IP. 
When the project manager approves everything from the previous week, he clicks on the 
button Send to CP (button in the green box) to trigger the microflow.  

https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/module-security
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/pages
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/data-view
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/data-grid
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/data-grid
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/table
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/text-box
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/microflows
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/activities
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/sequence-flow
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/enumerations
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/consumed-app-services
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/consumed-app-services
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Figure 26: Project Overview page in IS 

Figure 27: Microflow triggered by button Send to CCP (1) 

The microflow will be explained block by block, from left to right. 
- The microflow starts at the green dot on the left.  

- Then a Retrieve activity is executed. A retrieve activity retrieves certain information from the 

database. In this case, this activity retrieves the active project, which means the project that 

the project manager tries to send to CP. (in this case the project with project code BS-IP)  

- After that, an exclusive split is executed. An exclusive split makes a decision based on a 

condition and follows one and only one of the outgoing flows. (Mendix, 2017) In this case, the 

exclusive split checks if the active project is filled, if not the project manager gets an error 

message, if the project is filled, the flow will continue to the next activity.  

- Then, a create activity is executed. A create activity creates a new object, in this case a new 

sendprojectrequest. This is necessary since Mendix needs to send a message to eMagiz. A 

request needs to be made to send this message.  

- The customer, or in this case organisation is retrieved. This retrieve is done by association with 

project. This means that the customer connected to the selected project is retrieved. After the 

retrieve, an exclusive split is executed to check if the organisation is filled. This is done with the 

following code: $Organization/Name != empty. In this case, organization is the entity and 

name is the attribute. When the name is empty, or in other words, when no name is filled in, 

an error message will be shown to the project manager.   
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- Then a new project is created with the create activity.  

In this activity, a new project will be created with the help of the retrieved information in the 
previous activities of the microflow. In this case a new project is created with, a name, a code, 
a status and a customer name. Also, the association with sendprorequest is set here. This is 
done to send a project in the message to eMagiz. 

- After that, a list of project lines associated to the active project are retrieved and checked if 

the list is filled. In the case of BS-IP, there should be nine project lines. 

- When all the project lines are filled, a new variable will be created. This variable is used in the 

upcoming loops to check if everything is filled. The variable is a Boolean (true or false). The 

default value of this variable is true, but if there is anything in the loop that is not filled, a 

property of an hour registration line for example, then the variable will be changed to false. 

After the loops, the variable will be checked on his value, if the value is false, the project 

manager will see an error message on his screen.  

Figure 29: Microflow triggered by Send to CP (2) 

Figure 28: Create new project activity 
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- First, a loop will be executed over the project lines. The first 

activity in the loop will retrieve one project line. After that a 

check will be executed to see if this project line is filled with a 

name and number.  

- Subsequently, another microflow is called 

(Validationflow_budget) to check if the budget, billable hours, 

hours to do, forecast to completion and result are filled for this 

project line.  

- Then, a new project line is created with the relevant information 

for a project line. See figure 18. The last row in figure 18 sets the 

association between project and project line so that Mendix 

knows that it needs to send project lines together with the 

project.  

- The last activity before the other loop is the retrieval of a list of the hour registration lines 

associated with the current project line.  

- The next loop will iterate over the hour registration lines.  

- First, another microflow called Validationflow_hourregistrationline will be called to check if 

one hour registration line is filled with a date, description and billable hours.  

 
Figure 31: Microflow validationflow_hourrregistrionline 

- When this is all filled, a new hour registration line will be made with a date, a description and 

a number of hours. Also, the association between project line and hour registration line is set 

so that hour registration lines are included in the message.  

- The last thing we need for the message are the employee names. The employees of COMPANY 

A fill in a number of hour registration lines on a project.  

- First, the employee associated to the hour registration line is needed. This is done by a retrieve 

activity. 

- Then a new employee is created. This employee only needs a name. Also, the association 

between hour registration line and employee is set.  

- The microflow will loop over all the project lines and hour registration lines in a project. When 

both the loops are finished a final check will be executed to see if the whole message is filled. 

This is done by checking the value of the Boolean variable that was introduced just before the 

loops. When the value of this variable is true, then everything is filled and the flow will 

continue. If not, an error message will be shown to the project manager.  

Figure 30: Information needed 
for a project line 
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Since there is a message filled with a project, project lines, hour registration lines and employees, the 
only thing that needs to be done is sending the message to eMagiz. This is done with a consumed 
webservice. Web services are a way of exposing or absorbing functions and/or data entities between 
systems. They can be used to enable applications to “talk” to each other through the network (or 
internet). Mendix supports the interaction between servers using SOAP. SOAP defines a standard way 
by which systems know how to communicate with each other. XML is used as the message format. 
This can either be Mendix-to-Mendix, Mendix-to-Third Party or third Party-to-Mendix. (Mendix, 2017)  
 
In this case, a XML scheme is needed to send the message from IS (Mendix) to eMagiz. (Mendix-to-
third-party) The XML scheme of Mendix must correspond to the request handler of eMagiz. A request 
handler is the message mapping of the incoming message to eMagiz. When these two mappings do 
not correspond, errors will be generated in Mendix, because eMagiz expects certain data which do not 
correspond to the message that is send from Mendix. This request handler is loaded into Mendix so 
that it can be mapped against the message send from IS.  

 
Figure 32: Message mapping in IS (left is XML scheme from IS, right is request handler of eMagiz) 

As can be seen in figure 20, all the names of the mapping correspond to each other so the message 
can be received by eMagiz. An example of such a message is shown in figure 21.  

 
Figure 33: Example of a message send by IS 
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eMagiz 

eMagiz is a platform which enables consultants to make integrations between applications. In this case, 
an integration is needed between IS and CP. In the previous part, the message itself was explained and 
how this message is send to eMagiz. The message enters eMagiz through the request handler, then 
the message is transformed in eMagiz and send through to CP.  In eMagiz, a mapping similar to the 
XML mapping in Mendix is made to structure the transformation. In this case, the message mapping in 
eMagiz corresponds to the mapping made in Mendix, therefore eMagiz only passes through the 
message to CP. eMagiz is able to do all kinds of adjustments to the message itself, but with this message 

that is not necessary. A lot more 
happens in eMagiz, but these details will 
not be discussed in this report.  
As shown in figure 21, the message will 
go from IS, through eMagiz, to CP.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CP 

CP is the Mendix application where the message is send to. Before this message can be received a new 
module must be made in the former Mendix application CSP. Because of this, CP runs on an old 
database of CSP. (Mendix 6.9.1).  
A domain model is a data model that describes the information in your application domain in an 
abstract way. It is central to the architecture of your application. The domain model consists 
of entities and their relations represented by associations. (Mendix, 2017) The domain model of the 
module is shown in figure 22.  

Figure 35: Project integration in eMagiz 

Figure 34: Message structure in eMagiz 

https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/entities
https://docs.mendix.com/refguide6/associations
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Figure 36: Domain model of CP 

In the domain model, the blue boxes represent the entities. The lines between two entities are called 
associations. The text in the blue boxes are called attributes. For example. BackUpDate is an attribute 
of the entity Project. The difference between the blue and the orange boxes will be explained later. 
 
The domain model can be explained by describing how the message enters CP. The message enters CP 
by a published webservice. The function of a published webservice is to receive the incoming message 
from a third party, in this case this third party is eMagiz. 

 
Figure 37: Published webservice CP 

When a message is received from eMagiz, a microflow will be called. (in this case the microflow is 
called ImportDataFromCIS)  
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Figure 38: ImportDataFromCIS (1) 

Persistability 
The difference between the blue and orange entities in figure 20 must become clear before the 
microflow can be explained. The blue entities are persistable.  When an entity is declared persistable, 
a database table is created for the entity. Committing an instance of such an entity results in a row 
being inserted into the table. Attribute and association information stored in this instance is saved in 
the database as well. (Mendix, 2017) 
The orange entities are so called non-persistable entities. Non-persistable entities cannot be stored in 
the database and hence have no associated database table. Committing non-persistable entities only 
stores the current attribute values and association values in memory, which allows for a rollback to 
revert to those values. (Mendix, 2017) 
This functionality is needed, because certain changes need to be made to the incoming data before 
they are stored into the database. These non-persistable entities are suitable to make these changes 
before the data is stored into the database.  
 
The microflow of figure 25 starts with a cross-reference to another microflow. This microflow is shown 
in figure 26.  

 
Figure 39: Microflow Project_FetchOrCreate 

Since a lot of projects are going to be uploaded to CP, the need of avoiding duplicate projects 
is present. That is the idea behind fetch or create. In figure 26, all projects present in the 
database of CP are retrieved. With the help of the exclusive split, a check is done to see if the 
name of the project send in the incoming message corresponds with a project name that is 
already present in the database.  A new project will be created if there is no project with such 
a name. (the lowest path) Another microflow will be called when there is already a project 
with the same name present in the database. This is the concept of fetch or create, fetch when 
the object already exists, create a new object if the object does not exist yet.  
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History 
For now, the assumption is made that the project already exists, so the upper path will be followed. 
The upper path calls another microflow. 

 
Figure 40: Microflow SUB_SetProjectInActive 

Being able to see the history of the progress is very important for the customers. Therefore, the 
distinction must be made between the last update and previous updates of a project.  
The assumption was made that there was already an update present from the project, so the update 
that was already in the database must become a History Project and the latest project update should 
become a ‘normal’ project. This is done in the microflow from figure 27.  

- First, a NewHistoryProject is created. In figure 28, all the attributes of a history project are 

shown.  

 

Figure 41: New History Project 

- After that, all the hour registration lines of the current project are retrieved and deleted. All 

the hour registration lines of the project are in the incoming message, also from previous 

weeks, so there is no need to keep this data.  

- Subsequently, all the project lines are retrieved from the project update that was already 

present. In the loop, all the project lines from the database will be connected to the 

NewHistoryProject. (the first activity of the microflow) This activity changes the ‘status’ of the 

project lines from ‘normal’ lines to ‘history’ project lines. This action is committed, so that the 

results will be directly visible in the application itself.  

- At last, another microflow is called.  
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Figure 42: Microflow ReplaceCurrentProject 

- Since the project that was already in the database has been converted to a history project, the 

new project, from the incoming message, can be created. This is done in the first activity of 

this microflow. 

- After that, all the present history projects are retrieved as a list. In the loop, the association is 

made between project and historyproject. With this change, the new historyproject and the 

ones that were already a historyproject will be visible. (can be more than one since there can 

be more than one history message about a project).  

- At last, the project in the database will be deleted, because this project has become needless. 

A project update is now a ‘normal’ project or a historyproject. 

 
After a long detour, the second activity from figure 25 will take place. 

 
Figure 43: CustomerFetchOrCreate 

The second activity also calls a microflow. This microflow works from the same principle as the previous 
fetch or create. A list of customers is retrieved from the database. When this customer is already in 
the database, the microflow will return that customer. A new customer will be created it this is not the 
case.  
After this, the persitable object project is filled with the non-persistable project data. 
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Figure 44: Change project 

In the webservice, the non-persistable entity called projecttemp is filled with the information from the 
incoming message. With this change activity, this information is stored into a persistable entity and 
can therefore be stored into the database.  
Subsequently, the projectlinetemp list is retrieved. Again, the projectlinetemp, is a non-persistable -
entity which is filled with the incoming message.  
The loop will iterate over all the project lines. With the help of the create activity, new project lines will 
be created from the data in the projectlinetemp entity. At last, for every project line the list of 
hourregistrationlinetemp will be retrieved.  
The next loop will iterate over the hour registration lines. First, an hour registration line is created. 
After that, the list of projectemployeetemp is retrieved. The micro checks with fetch or create if the 
employee already exists in the data or a new employee needs to be created in the database. The last 
activity in this loop is the change object where the hourregistrationlinetemp entity is filled with date, 
billable hours, description and employee.  
 

 
Figure 45:Microflow  ImportDataFromCIS (2) 

The last part of the microflow is rather straightforward. The first five activities have almost the same 
function. In the loop over the project lines, budget, billable hours, hours to do, forecast to completion 
and result have been imported into the project. These numbers are all on project line level. These data 
must also be visible on project level, for example the result of the project as a whole and not only the 
result of one project line. This can be done by accumulating all the values of result of the project lines. 
In the change activity after that, the values of, budget, billable hours, hours to do, forecast to 
completion and result are changed for project.  

 
E-mail 
In order to notify the customer of an update, an e-mail functionality has been built in as well. 
There was already an e-mail functionality present in CSP which could be used to send these e-mails as 
well. Since I did not build this whole functionality myself, I will only explain briefly how this functionality 
was developed. 
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First, a new e-mail template needed to be made. This template exists of plain text and parameters. 
Parameters are needed to send the e-mail to the right customer. In this case the parameters are project 
name, project code, a receiver and an URL.  

 
Figure 46: E-mail template 

The microflow checks which project the mail must be about, which code is attached to that project, 
what the mail addresses are of the customers associated to this project and the URL to direct the 
customer to the relevant page.  

 
Figure 47: Example of the e-mail 

The mail is send from an external mail server. The e-mail goes from CP, through eMagiz and then to 
the mail server of company A. The e-mail goes through eMagiz, because Mendix is not able to talk 
directly with the mail server, whilst eMagiz is able to do that.   
 
projects are shown. By creating a plain home-page, customers will be able to navigate easily to the 
section they are interested in.  
All the user stories are prioritized by the groups that are presented in paragraph 4.3. After every story, 
the number of the corresponding group is given. So, story 3 corresponds to group 1, projects. This list 
is agile, that means that during the project, other stories can be added by the product owner or by 
myself. This list contains all the relevant things that are known currently, but this can change over the 
coming weeks.  
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Appendix D: Questionnaire responses 

I look 
regularly at 
the updates 
that are 
currently 
send to me 
by company 
A 

I think it's a 
good thing 
that 
company A 
is sending 
me updates 
concerning 
my project 

The 
concept 
of self-
service 
appeals 
to me 

The 
portal is 
easy to 
use 

The portal 
is visually 
attractive 

I like the 
fact that 
the portal is 
accessible 
by phone 
as well 

The portal 
creates a 
clear 
overview 
of the 
progress 
within my 
project 

In the portal, 
I am able to 
find relevant 
information 
quickly 

With the help 
of the portal, 
I am able to 
retrieve 
relevant 
information 
quicker than 
before  

I like the 
fact that I 
can 
monitor 
the 
progress 
of my 
project in 
such detail 

Do you have any 
improvements or 
recommendations 
for the portal? 

Sometimes Agree Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Strongly 
agree 

A link between the 
'project' hours and 
the invoice will be 
useful. 

Sometimes Agree Agree Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Strongly agree Strongly 
agree 

A link to my invoice 
would be useful 

Sometimes Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Strongly agree Strongly 
agree 

Link to contracts and 
invoices would be 
useful 

 


